ELKE DAWSON is the Manager of the Open Research institutional repository at The Australian National University, reporting to the University Librarian; an appointment she took up in January this year.

In 2001 she took up an appointment as Technical Services Librarian at Central Queensland University, later becoming Deputy Director (Resource and Access Services). During her time at CQU she was instrumental in implementing the University’s institutional repository, ACQUIRE and its ongoing development to become integral to the capture, preservation and promotion of the University’s scholarly outputs. This encompassed, amongst other things, promotion of open access; publication reporting for HERDC and ERA and the auto-population of Researcher Profile publications pages, all under the mantra of ‘Enter once – Re-use often.’

Between leaving CQ University and arriving in Canberra she worked from home as a metadata specialist for LTERN (Long-term Ecological Research Network) based at the Fenner School of Environmental & Science at ANU, thereby combining two of her career passions - cataloguing (or should that now be metadata’ing?) and research data management.

DOUGLAS ROBERTSON is Director, Research Services Division at the Australian National University reporting to the Deputy Vice-Chancellor Research; an appointment he took up in July 2013. Douglas started in the field of University Research Administration and Support at the University of Leeds, continuing on in various business development and management roles in UK universities including the University of Strathclyde and Nottingham University.

In 2003 he assumed the role of Director of Business Development at Newcastle University, UK with wide ranging responsibilities covering all aspects of externally funded project activity including research support, regional economic development and technology transfer. Major projects included: project direction of a museum refurbishment project; contribution towards the development of overseas campuses in Malaysia and Singapore; and creation of an entirely new city centre property development in Newcastle focusing on co-location of university and industry activities. Douglas is a Board Member of MTPConnect and several NCRIS facilities.

TERRI LANDFORD has worked at the University of Canberra since 2005 and, for the last 7 years, has been Manager of the University’s Open Access Research Repository. As an ex-registered nurse she employs these skills and knowledge in her other role as part of the Library Liaison Team for the Faculty of Health. She has a keen interest in growing the awareness and use of open access to promote the University’s research and researchers.

SOPHIE HOLLOWAY is the Deputy Director of Research Services and Manager of Research Analytics at University of Canberra. This role oversees all internal research performance reporting and is responsible for government research reporting such as the submissions to the Australian Research Council’s Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA). Previously, Sophie worked at the Australian Research Council and the Department of Innovation (now Department of Education); and before that was Manager of the Australian Social Science Data Archive (now the Australian Data Archive).

JANE BLACK is Geoscience Australia’s Information Services Librarian whose focus is on helping people to find and use the wide array of resources held in the library. Prior to joining Geoscience Australia in 2011, Jane worked in school, academic and public libraries in Australia and the United Kingdom. Jane would love to visit Antarctica one day!

DIANE PHILLIPS is an assistant professor/senior lecturer at the University Of Canberra, School of Management. She joined UC after educational, research management and teaching roles in seven countries. Diane has a Masters in Educational Psychology and is finishing her PhD in Exploring the Effects of Neoliberalism in Universities. She teaches in the field of creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship.

Her service contribution at the university involves a strong collegial and co-production based approach, networking with colleagues, students, industry and the broader community. This provides students and graduates with the opportunity to obtain discipline knowledge, professional skills, intercultural competence and personal attributes to become leaders who will inspire and manage change for the future in the context of the 4th industrial revolution. Current projects are re-imagining collegiality and the management of artificial intelligence and robotics in everyday and business spaces.
8:45am - 9:00am  REGISTRATION

9:00am – 9:10am  WELCOME

9:10am – 9:55am  Unlocking Australian Archives: A framework for managing successful distributed collaborative teams and partnerships  
                     SARAH NISBET, Chief Operations Officer, eRSA

9:55am – 10:30am  Data Science Ethics  
                     THERESA ANDERSON, Associate Professor and Course Director, Master of Data Science and Innovation, University of Technology, Sydney

10:30am – 11:00am  MORNING TEA

11:00am - 11:40am  Trove Roadshow – Fostering new partnerships  
                     JULIA HICKIE, Assistant Director, Trove Data, Discovery and Delivery  
                     HILARY BERTHON, Assistant Director, Trove Outreach

11:40am - 12:15pm  AARNet partnerships in support of eResearch  
                     INGRID MASON, Deployment Strategist, AARNet

12:15pm – 12:50pm  An enterprise approach to research outputs collection, management and reporting at the University of South Australia: collaborating to innovate  
                     CATHY MAHAR, Research Connections Librarian, University of South Australia Library

12:50pm – 1:50pm  LUNCH

1:50pm – 2:05pm  Converging Lines  
                     ELKE DAWSON, Manager, Open Research, Australian National University  
                     DOUGLAS ROBERTSON, Director, Research Services Division, Australian National University

2:05pm – 2:20pm  Repository and Research Office Partnerships at University of Canberra  
                     TERRI LANDFORD, Research Repository Manager, University of Canberra Library  
                     SOPHIE HOLLOWAY, Deputy Director, Research Services Office, University of Canberra

2:20pm – 3:00pm  Facilitated Panel Discussion  
                     Research Office, Library and Repository Alliances ANU, UC and University of South Australia

3:00pm - 3:30pm  AFTERNOON TEA

3:30pm – 4:00pm  Citizen Science and the Library: bringing Antarctic field notebooks in from the cold  
                     JANE BLACK, Information Services Librarian, Geoscience Australia

4:00pm – 4:30pm  3D, Bits, Bots, Books: innovation and entrepreneurship at UC Library  
                     DIANE PHILLIPS, Assistant Professor, School of Management, University of Canberra

4:30pm – 4:35pm  CLOSING REMARKS

BIOGRAPHIES

SARAH NISBET is eRSA’s Chief Operations Officer where she works closely with the CEO to execute the organisation’s vision and strategy to deliver innovation solutions in South Australia. Sarah is the Project Manager for the Australian National Cultures and Community Project, which is looking to enable better data sharing and discoverability between researchers and archives. Sarah began her career delivering communications solutions in the health care sector where she mastered the art of working across institutions, departments and organisational silos. She has a Bachelor of Media from the University of Adelaide and an Industry Certificate (Festival & Event Design & Management).

DR THERESA DIRNDORFER ANDERSON is Course Director of the Master of Data Science and Innovation in the University Technology Sydney (UTS) Connected Intelligence Centre. In her teaching and research, Theresa engages with the ever-evolving relationship between people and emerging technologies, engaging with notions of risk, uncertainty and creativity. As an information ethicist, she is particularly interested in the interaction between creative and analytic thinking and doing, and in examining ways information systems and institutional policies might better support both creative and analytic activities. Internationally she is leading discussion about these issues as chair of the Information Seeking in Context international research community and founder of the Human-Centred Data Science Network.

JULIA HICKIE is Assistant Director, Trove Data, Discovery and Delivery. She oversees the aggregation of research, cultural heritage, and community collections into Trove. She’s also responsible for support of Trove’s API users, contributes to the development of the user interface and keeping Trove up to date with data standards.

DR HILARY BERTHON is Assistant Director, Trove Outreach, at the National Library of Australia. Over her library career, Hilary has maintained a strong interest in nurturing collaborative approaches to the digitisation and preservation of library materials. At the National Library, she has worked in a variety of roles including as Manager, Digitisation and Photography; and as Coordinator of the Australian Newspaper Plan, fostering the National Library’s emerging digitisation partnerships program.

INGRID MASON is Deployment Strategist with AARNet, provides support for engagement and the uptake of the national research and education network (NREN) and services with AARNet members across the research, cultural and collections sectors. Ingrid has worked on three NCRIS programs: Australian National Data Service, National eResearch Collaborative Tools and Resources, and Research Data Services. She has a background in research support and digital curation and preservation, and is a metadata nerd.

CATHY MAHAR is Research Connections Librarian, Cathy has a variety of roles with a focus on:  
- promoting the UniSA Open Access Policy, to maximise the visibility of UniSA’s research via the Research Outputs Repository  
- ensuring staff and students use the Collection of Research Outputs online submission system to submit their research outputs, including publications, patents, theses, & NTROs  
- recommending staff and research degree students have author profiles on ORCID, ResearcherID and Scopus to ensure their research outputs are attributed correctly  
- exploring new tools to promote and measure research impact and engagement  
- coordinating workshops and seminars on publishing and citation metrics, and  
- working with the Academic Library Services Teams to ensure consistent and strategic support to researchers and research degree students

A major part of her role involves working closely with Business Intelligence and Planning staff to provide expert advice on developments within the higher education and research sectors that promote and facilitate the dissemination of research outcomes and researcher expertise.